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Ã©Â Ã©Â 2012¢ÃÂÂ2022, manualsdir.comAll rights reserved. Table of Contents Welcome Message and Thank You Important Safeguards 1. Specifications 2. Parts and Features 3. Operation 4. Troubleshooting 5. Limited Warranty Welcome and Thank You Welcome and thank you for purchasing this EdgeStarÃ®Â wine cooler. Once you complete our
easy unit set up by following this manual, it will provide you and your family years of great service. If you are reading this owner's manual, you've probably already unpacked the unit. Note that you should save the packaging in case you need to safely transport this wine cooler in the future. In order to assemble this wine cooler, carefully unpack all
parts. The only assembly required is that of the handle(s). In order to install a handle, you need a Phillips head screwdriver, the handle(s), and the two installation screws. ¢ÃÂ¢Â Open the door of the wine cooler. ¢ÃÂ¢Â Locate the two screw holes on the inside of the door (they may be partially obscured by the door liner gasket. ¢ÃÂ¢Â Insert the
screws into the holes. They should now poke out of the front of the door. ¢ÃÂ¢Â Line up the holes in the handle with the screws and give each screw about 2-4 full turns into the handle. ¢ÃÂ¢Â Now screw the screws in all the way, and your handle is installed! After you get the handle(s) installed, make sure that your wine cooler is fully unpacked, and
position it into your preferred location (remember, for the best conditions for your wine, choose a spot in a cool (room temperature) area, away from direct sunlight leaving about 2-4 inches around all sides, specifically the back for adequate ventilation. Make sure the unit is set on a sturdy surface that can support its weight. Note: that you can screw
in and out the legs to level the unit. You may also want to clean the interior with a solution of mild soap and water and a damp cloth. Then plug the unit in, set the temperature, and fill it with wine. Table of Contents 1 ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪♪♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪
♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪Open the door or check the door board to get a good stamp. Make sure the
refrigerator is on a level surface. Clean the door board. Make sure the door board is installed correctly. Correctly install the shelves. 8 Edger CWR361FD Cooling came - Use Manual - Use PDF Guide. Documents: Voyaya to Donwload! OWNER MANUAL - (English) Edgicar User Manual CWR361FD (16 pages) ED3 â ¢ Star ° of Wine Wine MANUAL OF
THE OWNER OF THE OWNER OF THE OWNER The owner Inadequate management can cause serious damage to the wine refrigerator Edger and/or user injuries. This wine refrigerator is designed only for domestic internal use. Do not use the unit for industrial or commercial use. Any other use can invalidate the guarantee. Check the qualification
label located in the rear panel of the unit to obtain technical data eligricos and others related to this unit. The unit should be used in a wall output properly connected to ground. Read and follow the security information listed below to reduce the risk of fire, discharge eligric or lesion. A a A Electrical Safetynewst added: CWD1510W CWR461DZ
CWF380DZ BIDW1802SS VBR240 ã ¢ â‚¬ â ¢ Do not exceed the power output classifications. Ã ¢ â‚¬ â ¢ It is recommended to connect the wine refrigerator in its own circuit. Ã ¢ â‚¬ â ¢ The unit must be installed in accordance with the state and local codes. Ã ¢ â‚¬ â ¢ an elactric supply is required (115 V, 60Hz), which is based properly in
accordance with the National Electic Code and local Consters and Ordinances. Ã ¢ â‚¬ â ¢ Use outputs that cannot be turned off by a switch or extraction chain. Ã ¢ â‚¬ â ¢ always turn off the unit and disagreement of the exit when cleaning. Ã ¢ â‚¬ â ¢ unfortunate if it is not going to be used during a prolonged time of time. Ã ¢ â‚¬ â ¢ not operate
the unit with a plug power supply missing the earth plug, a damaged cable or a loose plug. â€¢ be sure that the wine refrigerator is properly punished. â€¢ Never connect or disconnect the unit with wet hands. ♪ Don't smell, cut or remove theI mean, I don't know. the door. ¢ÃÂ¢Â Do not use this appliance near flammable gas or combustibles, such as
gasoline, benzene, thinner, etc. ¢ÃÂ¢Â Do not place the unit near heat sources such as ovens, grills, or direct sunlight. ¢ÃÂ¢Â Only use in an upright position on a flat, level surface and provide proper ventilation. ¢ÃÂ¢Â Do not pinch or kink the power supply line between the unit and cabinet. ¢ÃÂ¢Â Do not leav Our editors independently research,
test, and recommend the best products; you can learn more about ourÃ Âreview process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. We purchased the Frigidaire 38-Bottle Two-Zone Wine Cooler so our reviewer could put it to the test in their home bar. Read on for the full review. The Bottom Line: Though it does
have some minor design flaws, bartenders and beverage enthusiasts will find a lot to love about the Frigidaire 38-Bottle Two-Zone Wine Cooler. The dual temperature zones accurately and consistently chilled reds and whites, and the price is right, particularly for beginner collectors. Installation: This fridge arrives ready to use. Just remove the
styrofoam packaging and protective stickers, plug in the unit, and attach the handle with the included Allen key.Ã Â Capacity: It holds 38 bottles between both zones, making it far more spacious than your standard entry-level wine fridge (many smaller units hold around 20 bottles).Ã Â Design: Sleek stainless steel finishings and natural wood shelves
make this unit look far more expensive than its entry-level price may suggest. There¢ÃÂÂs also a UV-protected tinted glass window to protect bottles from sun damage and an energy-efficient fan system. Temperature Zones: A section for sparkling wines and whites can be programmed between 45 and 54Ã°ÂF while a lower zone for red wines chills
between 55 and 64Ã°ÂF. Cleaning: Removable shelves make it simple to scrub the fridge clean if something spills. The interior wipes clean with soap water. Price: Located less than $500, the refrigerator of 38 bottles of Frigidaire is an accessible option for a wine collector at the entrance level (or a beer and beverage enthusiast who seeks to save
space in its standard fridge) considering that most wine refrigerators start at $300. If you are starting to accumulate a robust collection of fortified wines and wines, you will need a suitable basis for your bottles. That's where Frigidaire 38-Bottle Two-Zone Wine gets fresher. The double zone wine cooler offers plenty of space to store your bottles and
cans by protecting them from heat, temperature changes and harmful UV rays. What is the appeal of a double zone refrigerator? The ambient temperature is too warm to keep red wines for a long period of time, while a standard fridge is too cold for whites. Ideally, red wines should be kept at 55°F, while sparkling whites and wines should sit between
42 and 50°F. A double-zone wine fridge gives you space for red, white and bubblies dividing the fridge into two different temperatures. Setting up this refrigerator was quick and easy. The only thing that would take additional time is if you need to reinstall the reversible door to fit your cooking or bar settings. This seamless process meant that my
entire wine collection was cooling in just 20 minutes. Fill the bottom with reds worthy of age—I keep mine at 55°F and reserve the fund for my expensive bottles of winery. The upper part that I established at a constant low temperature of 44°F and saved the space for service wines: white, bubbles, beers and mixers. This allowed me to release space
in my real fridge. “The double zone wine cooler, free offers plenty of space to store your bottles and cans while protecting themheat, temperature changes and harmful UV rays.” The aesthetic of the fridge is modern and minimalist. Five of the seven racks slide out, making it painless to remove shelves and clean the fridge in the event of slips or spills.
However, these shelves sit atop small ledges within the walls, meaning they have no glides or guides to ensure they slide out smoothly¢ÃÂÂif you don¢ÃÂÂt pull them out carefully, the shelves jerk from side to side as they slide out, with the bottles rattling around with them.Ã Â Ã ÂNote that most racks are only 3 inches high¢ÃÂÂtoo narrow to fit
many larger, broad-shoulder bottles, including chardonnay, rhone, pinot noir, Champagne, and even Bordeaux. These will only fit on three of the seven shelves, so unless your wine collection consists of entirely Alsatian or Germanic bottles or if you¢ÃÂÂre using this fridge for beers, you¢ÃÂÂre likely getting a maximum of 26 bottles, not 38, in this
fridge. The shelves are also tightly spaced, making it tough to see the labels without pulling out the entire shelf which, as mentioned, is rickety. I thought the solution to the size issue would be to adjust the shelves, but the ledges are built directly into the side of the fridge. The only way the shelves can be reconfigured is if you remove one entirely.
While a pedigreed oenophile may find these design flaws annoying, the fridge is ideal for someone with a stocked home bar. Save two rows for wines, two rows for beer, and stock sodas, vermouths, infusions, and other bar fridge-essentials in the tighter shelves.Ã Â One of the big draws of this unit is the two temperature zones: 45 and 54Ã°ÂF for
sparkling and whites and 55 and 64Ã°ÂF for reds. For optimal performance, the brand recommends keeping your unit where the ambient temperature is between 70 and 78Ã°ÂF. I noticed the temperature would fluctuate a few degrees, but the fridge largely kept wines at the exact temperature I programmed. (My home is rather sunny, which may
account for the fluctuation.) I especially appreciated the ability to keep one zone at serving temperature¢ÃÂÂpull out a beer or a bottle of white and drink a whim and one at winery temperature." I especially appreciated the ability to maintain an area to serve the temperature ", get a beer or a bottle of white and drink in a whim" and one in a winery
in a winery. Temperature." The unit is on the strongest side thanks to a high efficiency compressor and an ecological fan system. I don't love to hear the buzz of unity when there was complete silence. It may not be a problem if you are looking for a refrigerator for a stronger bar, but for home use, the sound of the refrigerator was very noticeable.
This refrigerator features a small blue interior light in both temperature zones, making it easy to reach bottles with little light. The unit door is equipped with icy glass and protected by UV rays to ensure the outer light and the UV rays do not damage or alter your wine. The refrigerator will emit a beep if you leave the door open for more than 15
seconds. In my experience, the refrigerator door does not turn off automatically, if the swing is, it tends to reopen, so the beep will help mark if your door is Jar. I found this a little annoying when loading the refrigerator, but for the most part, it's a useful feature. Re Protective of Your Collection. That said, the key is a universal Allen key instead of a
single key for your refrigerator, if you care about security, this is not an infallible block. Wine cellar Vinoview Vinoview 155: If you are looking for a unit that will allow you to scan your labels easily before removing a shelf, the Vinoview (See in the wine enthusiast) stores bottles with labels that face the labels out. That said, the owners of this unit have
noticed that it is also quite noisy. It can be incorporated or independent. Wine enthusiast Vinotheque Café: While theof Frigidaire is independent, the wine unit of wine enthusiastic (view in Houzz) can be ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪
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